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a b s t r a c t
In a sensor network the sensors, or nodes, obtain data and have to communicate these data
to a central node. Because sensors are battery powered they are highly energy constrained.
Data aggregation can be used to combine data of several sensors into a singlemessage, thus
reducing sensor communication costs at the expense of message delays. Thus, the main
problem of data aggregation is to balance the communication and delay costs.
In this paper we study the data aggregation problem as a bicriteria optimization
problem; the objectives we consider are to minimize maximum energy consumption of a
sensor and a function of the maximum latency costs of a message. We consider distributed
algorithms under a synchronous time model, under an asynchronous time model, and
under an almost synchronous time model, where sensor clocks are synchronized up to a
small drift. We use competitive analysis to assess the quality of the algorithms.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A wireless sensor network consists of sensor nodes and one or more central nodes or sinks. Sensor nodes are able to
monitor events, to process the sensed information and to communicate the sensed data. Sinks are powerful base stations
which gather data sensed in the network; sinks either process this data or act as gateways to other networks. Sensors send
data to the sink through multi-hop communication.
A particular feature of sensor nodes is that they are battery powered, making sensor networks highly energy constrained.
Replacing batteries on hundreds of nodes, often deployed in inaccessible environments, is infeasible or too costly and,
therefore, the key challenge in a sensor network is the reduction of energy consumption.
Energy consumption can be divided into three domains: sensing, communication and data processing [1].
Communication is most expensive because a sensor node spends most of its energy in data transmission and reception [8].
This motivates the study of techniques to reduce overall data communication, possibly exploiting processing capabilities
available at each node.
Data aggregation is one such a technique. It consists of aggregating redundant or correlated data in order to reduce the
overall size of sent data, thus decreasing the network traffic and energy consumption. In this paper we comply with most of
the literature on sensor networks concentrating on total aggregation, i.e. data packets are assumed to have the same size and
aggregation of two or more incoming packets at a node results in a single outgoing packet. Total aggregation is possible if
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data are completely correlated, or can be described by a single value, e.g. when the required data is maximum temperature.
Observe that even if total aggregation might be considered a simplistic assumption in other cases, it allows us to provide an
upper bound on the expected benefits of data aggregation in terms of power consumption.
We assume that the routing network is a tree; this is a common assumption in data aggregation network problems [1,5].
Wireless sensor networks deal with real world environments. In many cases, sensor data must be delivered within time
constraints so that appropriate observations can bemade or appropriate actions can be taken [12]. In [3] we studied the Data
Aggregation Sensor Problem as a unicriterion problem where we minimized the maximum communication cost subject to
a budget on the latency costs. Here the budget constraint was a hard constraint. The dynamics governing the monitored
phenomena are often not well understood and/or defined at the beginning of themonitoring process. For this reason a strict
constraint on latency could be inappropriate.
A common assumption in the literature on data aggregation is that the value of information degrades over time. E.g.
Broder and Mitzenmacher [6] describe a data aggregation model where there is a reward function on the data collected
by a server; the function increases with the quantity of data collected and decreases over time. A similar tradeoff holds for
data aggregation in sensor networks: delaying data decreases the information value of the data, but increases the network
lifetime.
Both the above discussed tradeoffs and the partial knowledge of themonitored process at the beginning, suggest to use a
bicriteria objective function to asses the quality of the algorithms instead of hard constraints. We define the Bicriteria Data
Aggregation Sensor Problem as the problem to send all messages to the sink such as to minimize the communication costs,
and tominimize the latency costs. For the first objectivewe have chosen tominimize themaximum communication cost per
node. This is a natural objective in sensor networks because of limited and unreplenishable energy at nodes. The objective
maximizes the network lifetime, i.e. the time that all sensors can communicate. For the second objective we have chosen to
minimize the maximum latency cost.
The two objectives conflict with each other. We can easily find algorithms with low communication costs by delaying
messages and aggregating them into packets. As communication costs are independent of the size of packets sent, but linear
in the number of packets sent, aggregation reduces the communication costs, at the expense of increased latency costs.
Similarly we can find algorithms with low latency costs at the expense of high communication costs. The objective is to find
algorithms where both costs are relatively good.
We formulate the problem as a bicriteria optimization problem: minimizing one of the objectives under a budget
restriction on the other objective. We call a bicriteria optimization problem a (B, A)-bicriteria problem if we minimize
objective A under a budget on objective B. In this paper we study the (B, A)-sensor problem where objective A is maximum
communication cost and objective B is maximum latency costs. Quality of the algorithms is assessed through the concept of
(β, α)-approximation: allowing an excess of multiplicative factor β on the budget of objective B, the value produced is in
the worst-case within ratio α from the optimal solution with respect to objective A. For network design problems this was
formalized in [10,11]. In the same papers it has been shown that the concept is general; in fact approximation algorithms for
the case when objective A is minimized and resource B is budgeted can be transformed easily in approximation algorithms
for the case when objective B is minimized and resource A is budgeted.
Intrinsically, the problem is on-line; messages are not predictable. Therefore we concentrate on on-line algorithms for
the problem.We assess the quality of algorithms through competitive analysis [4]. In the bicriteria optimization context we
say that an algorithm is (β, α)-competitive if it is an on-line algorithm yielding a (β, α)-approximation.
In this paper we further restrict the class of algorithms to distributed algorithms, another natural assumption in sensor
networks. Each node is supposed to have only local information about themessages in the system and about the time. Sensor
nodes are equipped with a clock that can be used to measure the latency of messages. We distinguish three distributed
on-line models, which are common in the literature on distributed algorithms, see [13]. In the synchronous model all
nodes are equipped with a common clock, i.e. the times indicated at all clocks are identical. A common clock may facilitate
synchronization of actions in various nodes. In the asynchronous model there is no such common clock. In the almost
synchronous model, all nodes are equipped with a clock and the clocks are almost synchronous, i.e. there is a relatively
small drift between any two clocks. In practice, these clocks can easily drift seconds per day, accumulating significant errors
over time [13]. We will define the exact information requirements for these models in Section 2.
1.1. Results
In this paper we present distributed on-line algorithms for sensor networks with a routing intree.
The first main contribution is that we study for the first time sensor network problems in a bicriteria optimization
framework. In Section 2 we formalize the model. We design algorithms that balance communication and latency costs. In
Section 3, we present an algorithm that is (2, 2)-competitive for the synchronous clock model. In Section 4, we present an
algorithm for the asynchronous model. If δ is tree depth, and U is the ratio betweenmaximum andminimum allowed delay
of messages due to the difference in distance from their release nodes to the sink, then the algorithm is (2δλ, 2δ1−λ logU)-
competitive, for any λ, 0 < λ ≤ 1. The algorithm is member of a class of memoryless algorithms for which we show that no
better competitiveness than (δλ, δ1−λ) exists.
The second main contribution of this paper is the analysis of algorithms for sensor networks in which clocks in various
nodes show small drifts. In Section 5 we analyze this model. For this so-called almost synchronous model we present an
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algorithm which, for sensors with a clock drift of at most ∆ between any two nodes, and common latency budget L for all
messages is (1+3∆δ/L,O(log2 δ))-competitive. For constant∆, i.e. a drift which does not depend on the network diameter
δ, the algorithm has better competitive ratio than the algorithm of the asynchronous model, demonstrating the fact that we
may use approximately synchronized clocks to obtain better performance.We notice that no previous results are known for
this model, which is in fact the more realistic one.
1.2. Related work
In [3] we studied the Data Aggregation Sensor Problem as a unicriterion problem where we minimized the maximum
communication cost subject to a budget on the latency costs. Here the budget constraint was a hard constraint. Interpreted
in the bicriteria setting the results imply (1,O(logU))-competitiveness for synchronous models, and (1, δ logU)-
competitiveness for asynchronous models. No results were given for the almost synchronous model.
In the past, several bicriteria optimization problems were formulated as a unicriterion optimization problem with a
single objective as the weighted sum of the two objectives . For instance, for the aggregation problem with objectives to
minimize communication cost and latency costs that arises in acknowledging messages in networks, such a formulation as
a unicriterion optimization problem can be found in [2,5,7,9], where on-line competitive algorithms have been studied.
Both Khanna et al. [9] and Brito et al. [5] consider the Multicast Aggregation Problem (MAP), or TCP Acknowledgment
problem, on a tree. The Multicast Aggregation Problem is equivalent to the Data Aggregation Sensor Problem in the sense
that messages, which arrive over time, have to be sent to a sink in the graph. The main difference with our problem is
in the objectives. First, the objective of MAP is to minimize the sum of communication costs; this is a natural objective if
nodes have permanent access to energy. This is not true for sensor networks, for which minimizing energy cost per node
is more suitable. The other objective of MAP is to minimize the sum of latency costs, and latency costs do not depend on
communication time to the sink. Second, the authors analyze the problem using a single objective which is a weighted sum
of communication costs and latency costs.
A main drawback of formulating the problem using a single objective is that the choice of the weights influences the
outcome. Especially if the objectives are measured in different units, e.g. energy and time, then the choice of weights is
highly arbitrary. Thus, we believe that a bicriteria setting is more appropriate in this case.
2. Preliminaries
We study sensor networks G = (V , A), which are intrees rooted at a sink node s ∈ V . Nodes represent sensors and arcs
represent the possibility of communication between two sensors. Over time, nmessages, N := {1, . . . , n}, arrive at nodes
and have to be sent to the sink. Message j arrives at its release node vj at its release date rj ∈ R+; message j arrives at the sink
via the unique vj–s-path. Thus, each message is completely defined by the pair (vj, rj).
A packet is a set of messages which are sent simultaneously along an arc. Each initial message is a packet and two packets
j and j′ can be aggregated at a node v into a single packet. The resulting packet can be recursively aggregated with other
packets. We assume that all computation at the nodes, including aggregating messages and packets, is instantaneous. In
particular, if packet j arrives at v at time t and packet j′ is to leave node v at time t , then they can be aggregated.
Communication of a message along an arc requires time and energy. In this paper we assume that the communication
time τ : A→ R>0 and communication cost c : A→ R>0 are independent of packet size.We often refer to the communication
cost of a node as the communication cost of its unique outgoing arc. This models the situation in which all messages have
more or less the same size and where total aggregation is possible, as discussed in the introduction. We also assume that all
communication times τ(a) are equal, namely we set τ(a) = 1 ∀a ∈ A. The results in the synchronous model in Section 3
hold also if communication times are different constants, as the reader can easily check since the assumption is never used
there. For the other models the assumption is used for distributing the waiting time evenly over the nodes on the path to
the sink. Arbitrary communication times would require an adaptation which we leave as a research problem.
For v ∈ V , τv is the total communication time of the nodes on the path from v to s. We assume that each node v knows its
total communication time τv to the sink.We define δ := maxv τv as the depth of the network in terms of the communication
time. Under the assumption that τ(a) = 1 ∀a ∈ A this is equal to the depth of the network measured in number of arcs. We
assume δ ≥ 2, avoiding the trivial case of δ = 1.
The value of information degrades over time. To model this we define the quality degradation cost of a message. Let dj
be the arrival time of message j. We assume that the quality degradation of a message j depends on its latency of a message
lj := dj− rj. In this paper we choose the latency as our quality degradation function, i.e. our function increases linearly over
time. We also refer to these costs as latency costs and we say that a solution is L-bounded if lj ≤ L for all messages j. Since
τv is a lower bound on the time a message released in v requires to reach the sink and since δ = maxv τv , an L-bounded
feasible solution must satisfy L ≥ δ, as otherwise messages may be released that cannot reach the sink before time L, hence
their latency costs cannot remain within budget L.
The budget on the latency imposes an arrival time interval Ij := [rj+τvj , rj+L] of any L-bounded solution. It also imposes
a transit interval for each node u on the vj–s path: Ij(u) := [rj+ τvj − τu, rj+ L− τu]. I.e. in each L-bounded solutionmessage
j should transit at u in interval Ij(u). We denote by |I| the length of the time interval I . Finally, we define U = maxj |Ij|max{1,minj |Ij|} .
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Since L ≥ δ, we have U ≤ δ. For sake of simplicity of the exposition, we restrict in the next three sections to cases in which
|Ij| ≥ 1 ∀j, i.e., L ≥ δ + 1, given the assumption that τ(a) = 1 ∀a. In the conclusions, Section 6, we comment on the loss of
generality we have by making this restriction.
Given a solution S, the communication cost of node v is the total energy cost spent by v and it is given by the total number
of packets sent by v times the communication cost of v. We are interested inminimizing themaximum communication cost
over all nodes.
Given a bound L on the latency, an algorithm is (β, α)-approximate if it is a βL-bounded feasible solution and its
communication cost is at most α times the communication cost of an optimal L-bounded solution. An interesting special
case is to find a minimum γ such that there exists a (γ , γ )-approximate polynomial time algorithm [10].
In this paper we consider distributed on-line algorithms, in which nodes communicate independently of each other and
messages are released over time. Therefore, at any time t the input of each node’s algorithm is given by packets that have
been released at or forwarded to that node in the period [0, t]. An algorithm is (β, α)-competitive if it is an online algorithm
and it yields a (β, α)-approximation.
We distinguish three distributed models. As mentioned above, in all models we assume that each node knows its total
communication time to the sink. In the synchronous model all nodes are equipped with a common clock, i.e. the times
indicated at all clocks are identical, or seen alternatively, all nodes have access to one and the same global clock. A common
clock facilitates synchronization of actions in various nodes.
In the asynchronousmodel there is no such common clock. The clock in each node is merely a chronometer. We assume
that all clocks have the same speed. We also assume that each node gets to know the history of each message that passes it.
In the almost synchronousmodel, all nodes are equipped with a clock and the clocks are almost synchronous, i.e. there is a
relatively small drift between any two clocks. Also in this model we assume that clocks have equal speed and that each node
gets to know the history of each message that passes it. In both of the latter two models, for a node to know the history of
a message it is sufficient if each node has complete knowledge about the intree, not just its own total communication time
to the sink, and that each message has a tag reading its release time and release node. Alternatively, each message has a tag
from which, next to its release time and release node, its waiting history can be read.
3. The synchronous model
For the synchronous model we present a modification of the algorithm Common Clock (CC), as proposed in [3]. A
straightforward adaptation of this algorithm in a bicriteria setting results in a (1,O(logU))-competitive algorithm for
arbitrary message latencies. In this section we demonstrate that in case of a constant latency L a simplified version of CC
called Balanced Common Clock (BCC) is (2, 2)-competitive.
For any time interval I ,|I| ≥ 1, we define t∗(I) := max{kL|kL ∈ I, k ∈ N}. Let I∗j := [rj + τvj , rj + τvj + L].
Algorithm 1 (Balanced Common Clock). Message j is sent from vj at time t∗(I∗j )−τvj to arrive at the sink at time t∗(I∗j ) unless
some other packet passes vj in the interval [rj, t∗(I∗j )−τvj ], inwhich case j is aggregated and the packet is forwarded directly.
The algorithm is basically equivalent to a heartbeat algorithm which sends data packets at regular time intervals [7].
Theorem 1. BCC is (2, 2)-competitive.
Proof. Each message j arrives at the sink not later than rj+ τvj + L ≤ rj+ 2L, hence its latency cost is at most 2L, i.e. at most
2 times the budget. It suffices to prove that the communication cost of each arc in the BCC-solution is at most 2 times the
communication cost of this arc in an optimal L-bounded solution.
Assume that in an optimal L-bounded solution packets arrive at s at times t1 < · · · < t`. Let P∗h be the packet arriving at
time th at s. Since th ∈ Ij ∀j ∈ P∗h , Ij ⊂ I∗j , and |I∗j | = L ∀j, we have I∗j ⊂ [th − L, th + L] =: I ∀j ∈ P∗h . If th = kL for some k ∈ N
then in the BCC-solution all messages in P∗h arrive at s at time th or th + L. If th 6= kL then I contains two different multiples
of L, say kL and (k+ 1)L, such that kL < th < (k+ 1)L. In this case, since |I∗j | = L ∀j, we have I∗j ∩ {kL, (k+ 1)L} 6= ∅ ∀j ∈ P∗h .
By definition of the algorithm in a BCC-solution every message j ∈ P∗h arrives at s at one of the times in {kL, (k+1)L}. Hence,∀h = 1, . . . , `, all messages in P∗h arrive at s at at most 2 distinct time instants in the BCC-solution. BCC does not delay
messages at intermediate nodes. This implies that the arcs used by messages in P∗h are traversed by these messages at most
2 times in the BCC-solution. 
Now, we demonstrate that the algorithm is best possible in the sense that there is no on-line distributed algorithm with
latency costs at most twice the budget which has a better competitive ratio on the communication costs. We start with a
simple preliminary lemma.
Lemma 2. Any (2, α)-competitive distributed algorithm, α < 2, must delay the first message j released at leaf node vj for at least
L− τvj at this node.
Proof. Any algorithm that sends the first message j released at leaf node vj at time t < rj + L− τvj will be confronted with
another message released at time rj + L− τvj which the adversary can combine with j. 
Theorem 3. There is no (2, α)-competitive distributed algorithm, for α < 2.
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Proof. Consider a tree with three leave nodes u1, u2, and u3 all at distance δ from s. They are chosen such that u′, the first
node in which the u1–s-path and the u2–s-path meet is nearer to s than u′′, the first node in which the u1–s-path and the
u3–s-path meet. Choose L > 2δ.
The adversary releases message 1 at node u1 at time r1. And, the adversary releases either message 2 at node u2 at time
r2 := r1 − L+ δ, or it releases message 3 at node u3 at time r3 := r1 + L− δ. The choice depends on the description of the
algorithm, as we describe below.
The transit intervals of these messages for the algorithm, at any non-leaf node u that they pass, taking into account
Lemma 2, are
I1(u) = [r1 + L− τu, r1 + 2L− τu],
I2(u) = [r1 + δ − τu, r1 + L+ δ − τu],
I3(u) = [r1 + 2L− δ − τu, r1 + 3L− δ − τu].
Notice that, for any u, I1(u′) ∩ I2(u′) 6= ∅ and I1(u′′) ∩ I3(u′′) 6= ∅ but I2(u) ∩ I3(u) = ∅, given L > 2δ.
If the algorithm allows for the possibility of combining messages 1 and 2 in u′ then the adversary gives message 3 and
not message 2 and message 1 will have passed u′′ before message 3 arrives there. Otherwise, if the algorithm allows for the
possibility of combining messages 1 and 3 in u′′ then the adversary gives message 2 and not message 3 and message 1 will
not be at u′ before message 2 has left u′. Thus, in both cases the algorithm incurs communication cost 2.
In both cases the adversary can combine the two messages since the transit intervals of the messages for the adversary
in a node u on their respective paths to the sink are
I◦1 (u) = [r1 + δ − τu, r1 + L− τu],
I◦2 (u) = [r1 − L+ 2δ − τu, r1 + δ − τu],
I◦3 (u) = [r1 + L− τu, r1 + 2L− δ − τu],
whence I◦1 (u′) ∩ I◦2 (u′) 6= ∅ and I◦1 (u′′) ∩ I◦3 (u′′) 6= ∅. 
Note, that the theorem does not exclude the existence of a (β, 2)-competitive algorithm for β < 2. We have shown in
[3] that no distributed algorithm can be better than (1,O(log δ))-competitive.
4. The asynchronous model
For the asynchronous model we present a modification of the algorithm Spread Latency (SL), as proposed in [3]. In this
section the assumption that τ(a) is equal for all arcs is essential. The algorithm assigns to message j a total waiting time of
2(τvj)
λ(L − τvj), for some λ, 0 < λ ≤ 1. SL divides this waiting time equally over the nodes: at each node of the vj–s path
message j is assigned a waiting time of 2(L − τvj)/(τvj)1−λ time units. When messages appear simultaneously at the same
node they get aggregated into a packet, which is sent over the outgoing arc as soon as the waiting time of at least one of
these messages has passed.
Theorem 4. Algorithm SL is (2δλ, 2δ1−λdlogUe)-competitive for all λ with 0 < λ ≤ 1.
Proof. Consider algorithm SL for fixed λ, 0 < λ ≤ 1. First note that, because no message is delayed due to aggregation, the
latency of each message j is at most
τvj2(L− τvj)/τ 1−λvj + τvj ≤ 2δλL.
We prove that for all a ∈ A the number of packets SL sends through a is at most 2δ1−λ logU times that number in an optimal
L-bounded solution. This proves the theorem.
Let au be the unique arc going out of u. Let µ := minj(L − τvj). Consider a packet P of messages sent by an optimal
L-bounded solution over au at t . To bound the number of packets sent by SL that contain at least one message from P , define
Pi := {j ∈ P | 2i−1µ ≤ L − τvj < 2iµ}, for i = 1, . . . , dlogUe. We charge any sent packet to the message that caused the
packet to be sent due to its waiting time being over. It suffices to prove that the number of packets charged to messages in
Pi is 2δ1−λ. Since the waiting time of messages j ∈ Pi at node u is at least 2 · 2i−1µ/δ1−λ, the delay between any two packets
that are charged to messages in Pi is at least 2iµ/δ1−λ. Since the optimal solution sends packet P at t through au, we get
t ∈ Ij(u) ∀j ∈ P and hence Ij(u) ⊆ [t − 2iµ, t + 2iµ] ∀j ∈ Pi. Thus, the number of packets charged to messages in Pi is at
most 2 · 2iµ/(2iµ/δ1−λ) = 2δ1−λ. 
SL determines the waiting time of each message at the nodes it traverses independently of all other messages. We call
such an algorithm a memoryless algorithm. To be precise, in what we call a memoryless algorithm node v determines the
waiting time ofmessage j based only on themessage characteristics (vj, rj), budget L, communication time to the sink τvj and
the clock time. We notice that this is indeed a subclass of distributed algorithms, which in general are allowed to take the
history that they have seen into account in future decisions. The following lower bound shows that the competitive ratio of
SL cannot be beaten bymore than a factor logU by any othermemoryless algorithm. In the derivation of the lower boundwe
restrict to memoryless distributed algorithms that employ the same algorithm in all nodes with the same communication
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time to s. This is not a severe restriction for the instance we create for the lower bound, where all intermediate nodes of the
intree have equal indegree δ.
Theorem 5. No deterministic asynchronous memoryless algorithm is better than (δλ, δ1−λ)-competitive, for fixed λ, 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1.
Proof. Consider any deterministic asynchronous memoryless algorithm with latency costs at most δλ times the budget on
the latency costs for fixed λ, 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. An adversary chooses a treewithwith root s, all intermediate nodes having indegree
δ and all leaves at distance δ from s. The adversary releases message 1 with latency L, L = 2δ, at time r1 in a leaf v1. There
must be a node u where message 1 waits at most (δλL − τv1)/δ = δλ−1L − 1 ≤ 2δλ. The adversary releases message j, at
time r1+ j(2δλ), j = 2, . . . , δ1−λ/2. The release nodes of these messages are chosen such that each of them is a leaf, they all
pass node u, and no two messages can be aggregated before reaching u. Note that the difference between the release times
of any two messages is at most L− δ, hence all messages can be aggregated at u. Because τvj = τv1 ∀j and we assumed that
any memoryless distributed algorithm applies the same algorithm in nodes at equal distance from s, all messages are sent
non-aggregated to and from u, whereas they are aggregated as early as possible in an optimal solution, in particular at u. 
Theorems 4 and 5 immediately imply the following corollary.
Corollary 6. There exists a deterministic asynchronous algorithm that is (2
√
δ, 2
√
δdlogU)e-competitive and no deterministic
asynchronous memoryless algorithm is better than (
√
δ,
√
δ)-competitive.
If we assume that L ≥ 2δ, essentially the same analysis as in the proof of Theorem 4 gives (2δλ, 2δ1−λ)-competitiveness.
Thus, in this case SL has competitiveness within a multiplicative factor of 2 from the best possible on-line algorithm.
5. The almost synchronous model
Typically in sensor networks, clocks have a small drift. This means that there may be a difference between the absolute
times given by two different nodes. We assume that the difference in times between any two nodes is bounded by ∆, and
that the clock drift does not change during execution of the algorithm.
The BCC-algorithm is not robust in the sense that its competitive ratio may be much worse if we assume existence of
such clock drifts. However, the idea underlying the BCC-algorithm gives rise to algorithms which have good competitive
ratio even in the almost synchronous model. The algorithm we present here delays messages at their release nodes similar
to the original CC algorithm, as presented in [3].
The CC-algorithm is based on the following lemma.
Lemma 7 ([3]). Given any interval [a, b], a ≥ 0, such that [a, b] contains at least one integer. Let i∗ = max{i ∈ N | ∃k ∈ N :
k2i ∈ [a, b]}, then k∗ for which k∗2i∗ ∈ [a, b] is odd and unique.
We recall the CC-algorithm. We use notation t(I) to represent the unique point in the interval I = [a, b] which equals
k∗2i∗ with i∗ and k∗ as defined in Lemma 7.
Algorithm 2 (Common Clock (CC)). Message j is sent from vj at time t(Ij)− τvj to arrive at s at time t(Ij) unless some other
packet passes vj in the interval [rj, t(Ij)− τvj ], in which case j is aggregated and the packet is forwarded directly.
Note, that each message in the CC-solution is sent to arrive at the sink within the allowed budget on the latency costs.
Let Ni = {j ∈ N|2i−1 < |Ij| ≤ 2i}, for each i ∈ N with log(max{1,minj |Ij|}) ≤ i ≤ dlog(maxj |Ij|)e. We have the following
lemma.
Lemma 8 ([3]). Suppose j ∈ Ni ∀j for some i. Then CC is (1, 3)-competitive.
Our algorithm for the almost synchronous time model delays messages at their release nodes as in the CC-algorithm. To
compensate for the clock drift the algorithm delays messages some extra time, linear in∆.
For a description of the algorithm we divide nodes into classes; a node v with τv ≥ 2 is of class p if p is the maximal
integer such that τv = h2p + 1 for some integer h, and v is of class 0 if τv = 1. Note that p ∈ {0, . . . , blog δc} and that all
nodes at an even distance from the sink are of class 0. The algorithm is the following:
Algorithm 3 (Almost Synchronous Clock (ASC)). Message j incurs 3 kinds of delay:
(1) at its release node vj a delay of t(Ij)− τvj − rj;
(2) at each node it traverses a delay of∆;
(3) at each node it traverses of class p, p > 0, a delay of max{2p+1∆−W3, 0}, withW3 the total delay of this kind incurred
before.
The waiting time of message j at node v is the sum of the delays at that node. Message j is sent from node v once its waiting
time is over, unless some other message (packet) is sent from v earlier in which case j is aggregated with it.
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Note that if∆ = 0 the algorithm is identical to the CC-algorithm. In order to get some feeling for the less intuitive delay
of the third kind we first illustrate it by an example: if a message traverses nodes of classes 1–4 in order 1, 2, 3, 4 then its
delay of the third kind of these nodes is respectively 4∆, 4∆, 8∆, 16∆. If the order is 4, 1, 2, 3 then its delay of the third kind
is 32∆ at the node of class 4 and 0 elsewhere. In general, note that the total delay of the third kind incurred before arriving
at a node of class p can be larger than 2p+1∆, in which case no delay of the third kind is added to the waiting time in that
node. In particular, a message gets delay of the third kind in a node of class p, if and only if it did not pass a node of class
p or higher before. Since for any class p node on the path from vj to s we have τvj ≥ 2p, the total delay of the third kind of
message jwill never exceed 2∆τvj .
Now we analyze the competitive ratio of ASC. Let Vk := {v|2k−1 < τv ≤ 2k}, for k = 0, 1, . . . , dlog δe. First, we analyze
the behavior of the algorithm for instances in which the release nodes of all messages is in Vk for some k ∈ N. We relate the
number of packets that an ASC-solution sends in the almost synchronous time model to the number of packets CC would
send if all clocks were synchronized. Notice that the competitive ratio is measured against an adversary that sees all the
clocks and hence can be assumed to work with synchronized clocks.
Lemma 9. Suppose vj ∈ Vk ∀j for some k. For each packet that CC would send from v if all clocks would be synchronized, in the
ASC-solution for the almost synchronous time model at mostmax{1, k− 1} packets are sent from v which contain a message of
the CC-packet.
Proof. Each packet, of CC and ASC, contains at least one message whose waiting time is completely over when the packet
is forwarded. Hence without loss of generality we only consider messages whose waiting time is completely over when
counting packets.
If k = 0 the lemma trivially holds, because all messageswhich are sent over some node v ∈ V0 have this node v as release
node. Hence, if they are sent in a single packet by the CC-solution they are also sent in a single packet in the ASC-solution.
For k ≥ 1 we introduce the following notation: Vp,k = {v ∈ Vk|v is of class p, ∀v′ ∈ Vk of class p, τv ≤ τv′} for
p ∈ {0, . . . , k− 1}: i.e., Vp,k is the set of nodes of class p in Vk with minimal total communication time to the sink. Thus, the
total communication time to the sink s of all nodes in Vp,k is equal and denoted by τ(Vp,k). The nodes in Vp,k form a minimal
node-cut that separates s from all nodeswith total communication time greater than τ(Vp,k) from s. In particular, notice that
Vk−1,k is the set of nodes in Vk nearest to the sink and every message that traverses through Vk traverses exactly one node
in Vk−1,k.
Now consider any set of messages with their release nodes in Vk, which share the node in Vk−1,k on their path to the sink,
and which would be sent as one packet from that node by the CC-algorithm. We will argue that they also leave that node as
one ASC-packet.
Letw ∈ Vk−1,k be the common node of the set of messages. Since all nodes in Vk\Vk−1,k are of lower class than k− 1, any
message j arrives atwwith a total delay of kind 3 of at most 2k−1∆. Since all nodes in Vk are at total communication time less
than 2k−1 − 1 from some node in Vk−1,k, any message j has upon arrival atw a total delay of kind 2 of at most (2k−1 − 1)∆.
Since there are no nodes of higher class than k − 1 in Vk the total accumulated delay of kind 3 that each such message
j has incurred when sent from w is 2k∆ and the total accumulated delay of kind 2 it has incurred is at least ∆ (this lower
bound is strict only if vj = w).
Recall that all messages have equal delay of the first kind compared to the delay given by the CC-algorithm. All messages
would arrive at the same time at w when clock drift would be 0 and they would be sent by the CC-algorithm. As the clock
drift between any two nodes is bounded by ∆ and the difference between the minimum total delay before leaving w and
the maximum total delay before arriving atw of any two messages is at most (2k∆+∆)− (2k−1∆+ 2k−1∆−∆) = 2∆ all
messages which are sent overw must be sent fromw in a single ASC-packet.
Notice that this result uses only the characteristics of Vk that the maximum length of any path in Vk in terms of
communication time is bounded by 2k−1 − 1 and the fact that the (highest) class k − 1 nodes in Vk are the last nodes
on any path to the sink that traverses Vk. The result is valid for any set of nodes that share these properties.
Thus, we only need to show that nodes in Vk\Vk−1,k do not transmit too many ASC-packets containing messages from
one CC-packet. Recall the definition of the sets Vp,k and the corresponding total communication time τ(Vp,k). We partition
the nodes of Vk into layers Up,k for p ∈ {0, . . . , k− 1} as follows:
Up,k := {v ∈ Vk|τ(Vp,k) ≤ τv < τ(Vp+1,k)} for p ∈ {0, . . . , k− 3},
Uk−2,k := {v ∈ Vk|τ(Vk−2,k) ≤ τv},
Uk−1,k := Vk−1,k.
See Fig. 1 for a sketch of the layer structure.
Note that, for all p, Vp,k ⊆ Up,k, all nodes in Up,k\Vp,k are of class lower than p, and the nodes in Vp,k are the last nodes on
any path to the sink that traverses Up,k. Moreover any path within Up,k has length at most 2p− 1. Thus, for p = 0, . . . , k− 2
layer Up,k has the same characteristics as the set Vp+1. We showed before that all messages released in Vp+1 which are sent
in one CC-packet through a node in Vp,p+1 are sent in one ASC-packet through the same node. Applying the same arguments,
all messages jwith vj ∈ Up,k which are sent from some node in Vp,k in one CC-packet are sent from the same node in a single
ASC-packet. Therefore, for any set of messages that arrive at some node w ∈ Uk−1,k there are at most k − 1 ASC-packets
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Fig. 1. Node set Vk and layers U0,k, . . . ,Uk−1,k for k = 1, . . . , 5.
which arrive at that node. Recursively, this shows that no node in Up,k\Vp,k will send more than p ASC-packets for each
CC-packet. This proves the lemma. 
Theorem 10. ASC is (1+ 3∆δ/L,O(log2 δ))-competitive.
Proof. Consider a packet P sent by the optimal solution. Let PASC be the set of packets sent by the ASC-algorithm which
contain at least one message from P . Let Ni,k = {j ∈ Ni|τvj ∈ Vk}, for i, k ∈ N, 1 ≤ i ≤ dlogUe, 1 ≤ k ≤ dlog δe. Observe
that for any choice of budget on the latency L, there are at most 2 log δ nonempty sets Ni,k.
In fact for any two messages j and j′ in Vk we have that their arrival time intervals might differ by 2k−1 at most, i.e.
|(|Ij| − |Ij′ |)| ≤ 2k−1. It follows that for any given k there could be at most k non empty sets Ni,k.
Using this, it follows from Lemmas 8 and 9 that |PASC| = O(log2 δ). Hence, the communication costs of the ASC-solution
are at most O(log2 δ) times the cost of an optimal L-bounded solution.
The latency of any message j is at most (L − τvj) + ∆τvj + 2∆τvj , where the sum consists of the delays of kind 1, 2, 3.
Thus, the latency of message j is at most (1+ 3∆δ/L) times the budget on the latency. 
For constant ∆, i.e. a drift which does not depend on the network diameter δ, the ASC-algorithm has better (β, α)-
competitive ratio than the SL-algorithm demonstrating the fact that we may use approximately synchronized clocks to
obtain better performance. If the drift is of the same order as the network diameter, it is not plausible anymore to consider
the clocks to be synchronized in any sense.
6. Conclusions and open problems
We presented on-line distributed algorithms for data aggregation in sensor networks. We considered algorithms under
three different models for sensor clocks.
For the synchronous time model we presented a (2, 2)-competitive algorithm, i.e. it balances the communication and
latency costs. We also showed that no distributed algorithm can be (2, α)-competitive for α < 2.
For the asynchronous time model we presented an algorithm which balances the communication and latency costs up
to a factor logU , where U is the ratio between maximum and minimum allowed delay. We showed that no memoryless
algorithm can have a competitive ratio which is more than a factor logU better than ours, and in case the latency budget is
not too small our algorithm is the best possible, up to amultiplicative factor of 2, within the class of memoryless algorithms.
For the almost synchronous timemodel we presented an algorithmwhichminimizes communication costs under a small
excess of the latency budget which depends linearly on the clock drift. This is the first analysis of algorithms for this model,
which models actual sensor networks closer than known time models.
In order to facilitate the exposition we restricted our study to instances of the problem for which the latency bound
L − δ ≥ 1, such that the length of the arrival time interval |Ij| ≥ 1 for all j. The results can easily be generalized to a lower
bound on the latency bound of L − δ ≥ µ for any µ > 0. The adaptation in the asynchronous model is straightforward.
In fact the proof of Theorem 4 holds for the general lower bound of µ. In the synchronous model, and therefore also in the
almost synchronous model, the CC-algorithm has to be adapted to aiming at arrival times which are integer multiples of µ.
In the synchronous model, the presence of length 0 arrival time intervals combined with an assumption that release
times are integers, keeps the (2, 2)-competitiveness intact. Otherwise, in all models, at an extra additive factor of 1 in the
approximation factor of the energy requirement we can allow the presence of jobs with arrival time interval of length 0.
Observe that in any L-bounded solution any message j with |Ij| = 0 must be delivered with no delay in order to reach the
sink in time. Given a (β, α) approximate algorithm A for the case without such jobs, we extend it to algorithm A′ for the
general case by imposing that each message jwith |Ij| = 0 is immediately delivered to the sink without any delay (possibly
aggregating other delayed messages). Clearly feasibility of A with respect to the delay bound in the restricted case implies
that A′ provides a feasible solution with respect to the delay bound as well. Because any optimal solution needs to do the
same for these jobs, it yields the extra additional factor of 1 in the energy requirement ratio.
The competitive ratio of our asynchronous algorithm is almost balanced; it would be interesting to find an algorithmwith
balanced ratios, equal to the lower boundswe presented in this paper. As alreadymentioned in Section 2 it is a research item
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to generalize the results for the asynchronous and almost synchronous model to arbitrary communication times. Another
path for future research is to make a more careful analysis of the almost synchronous timemodel, in order to determine the
maximumclock drift forwhich almost synchronous algorithms have better competitive ratio than asynchronous algorithms.
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